Abstract The paper studies the influencing factors of continuous usage intention for a scenario based cognitive FAQ service regrading on private information protection. The research result finds that three major factors are significantly positive to the continuous usage intention for the service. First, search easiness is an essential factor and it can be improved using sophisticate categorization. Second, Scenario based FAQ service is effective on understanding and solving questioner's situation. Related information is helpful for problem solving. The research shows that the new approach to private information protection area can lead to a more acceptable and reasonable problem solving tool.
서론
The company explained that system would not be misuesd, and fingerprint information would be stored securely.
However they argue that other methods were possible such as, access building through access card but they
could not understand what to collect fingerprint dare, and refused to end.
<Way of
Solution>
The company should collect biometric information after receiving the consent of employees for object to collect the fingerprint information and way to processing.
<Result> If the company collect fingerprint information of employee, the company should receive employee's consent before collecting and if employee refuse, the company cannot collect.
<Subject of
Recommendation>
The fingerprint information is the sensitive information.
The sensitive information is the information that is likely to seriously compromise the privacy such as, political opinions, health, sexual life of individual or genetic test results, criminal history data.
In principle, this sensitive information processing is prohibited. However, it is possible to process if permitting in low and receiving consent.
Also, the fingerprint information is biometric information so that should be encrypted if transmit or store through network. ② Privacy processors inform each issue to information subject when receive consent following (1).
Of any of the following, even if the changes must be notified and consent.
1. The purpose of collecting and using sensitive information 
